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Surface characteristics of gears affect the various performance characteristics of the gears such
as load carrying capacity, service life, operating performance, wear characteristics,
transmission characteristics and noise generation characteristics. Surface characteristics of a
gear have two major components namely (i) surface quality which includes surface finish, micro-
geometry (i.e. form and location errors), tooth flank topology and wear characteristics; and (ii)
surface integrity aspects which includes microstructure, microhardness and residual stresses.
This paper discusses here in Part 1 conventional gear surface finishing processes and their
advantages and limitations, and introduces the electrochemical honing (ECH) process to
improve the surface characteristics of different types of gears, working principles, mechanism of
material removal and equipment details. Part 2 will give a review of past work, and discuss
effects of various process parameters on surface characteristics and finishing productivity
(i.e. material removal rate), advantages and limitations, and its other applications. This review
paper aims to establish ECH as one emerging alternative, economical, productive and
sustainable gear finishing process.

Introduction
The gear is one of the most important mechanical
elements of human civilisation, possibly even surpassing
the wheel, and is used to transmit motion and/or power
mechanically and positively (i.e. without slip) with and
without change in the direction and speed of rotation
by the successive engagements of teeth cut on the gear’s
periphery. It is an economical method for transmission
of higher power with more accuracy. Gears have been
receiving the special attention of the technical/craft com-
munity for more than two millennia because of being an
essential element of many machines, equipment and
devices. They can be classified according to three criteria,
namely (1) according to location of teeth: (a) on periphery
of the gear blank i.e. external gears and internal gears; (b)
along radial direction on the gear blank i.e. face gears; (2)
according to the relation between the axes of trans-
mission: (a) Cylindrical gears for transmission between
parallel shafts i.e. spur gear, helical and double helical
or herringbone gears; (b) Conical gears for transmission

between intersecting shafts i.e. straight bevel, spiral
bevel, zero-bevel, crown bevel and mitre bevel gears; (c)
Gears for transmission between nonparallel and non-
intersecting shafts i.e. hypoid gears, crossed helical gears
and worm and worm wheel; (3) according to motion
transmission: (a) rotation to rotation, (b) rotation to
translation and vice-versa (i.e. rack and pinion). Gear
drives are preferred for various power and motion trans-
mission purposes due to their compactness and higher
reliability. Annually more than 10 billion gears are man-
ufactured and consumed in various applications in almost
all industries.1 Some applications worth mentioning are:
. Automobile (e.g. cars, trucks, tractor, motor-cycles,

scooter, etc.)
. Transportation (e.g. buses, trains, subways, mine cars,

etc.)
. Aerospace (e.g. high speed aircraft engines)
. Marine (e.g. high power high speed marine engines,

navy fighting ships)
. Defence (e.g. guns, helicopters, tanks, radar

applications)
. Earth moving vehicles
. Different types of machine tools
. Oil and gas industry (e.g. oil platforms, pumping

stations, drilling sites, refineries and power stations)
. Industrial applications (e.g. power transmission, con-

struction equipment, agriculture machinery, equipment
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